Kat welcomed everyone.
Nathan and Eli were away.
Richard may have gotten lost or not changed his time (to daylight savings).
Self-directed applause.
Kat is abandoning us to join a European circus or something.
Héshàn likes when people kiss his neck. (I may have been listening to the wrong conversation here.)
Kat and I are pretty (but only one of those was in the agenda; thanks Ash!)
A sock grant?!
We have some money. Most of our budgetary claimy things went to social.
Yay biscuit wenches.
Sally violated the agenda.
Feedback:
   Ivo should wear... more... in future.
   LOL Lois accidentally said Evan's mum may be a lesbian.
   And Héshàn was convincingly gay.
   Anna-directed applause for the After Party.
   Kat swore.
   ... is what in the cupboard, Ivo?
Brad's idea: King Arthur musical – oh wait no. Not a musical.
Ash's idea: Beauty & the Beast
Ivo's idea: Alice in Pantoland – what? A heterosexual relationship?!
Alice in Pantoland wins!!
Writers: Brad, Sally, Evan, Robert, Ivo, Lois, Jo, Alex, Hayley, Ellie, Tal, Ashleigh, Richard, Bradley, Kat
Elections:
   President:
      Brad (nominated by Ivo, seconded by Evan)
      ... okay he wins.
   Vice President:
      Nathan (nominated by Héshàn, seconded by Ivo)
      Ivo (nominated by Ivo, seconded by Ellie)
      Shamini (nominated by Evan, seconded by Chiara)
      Lois (nominated by Brad, seconded by Sally)
      ... Lois wins
   Treas – WAIT BLOIS?! WHAT HAVE WE DONE?!!
   Treasurer
      Alex (nominated by Evan, seconded by Brad)
      Sally (nominated by Lois, seconded by Brad)
      Evan (nominated by Ivo, seconded by Lois)
A Russian(?) man just came in but apparently now that he knows we weren't having a fight our loudness is okay. Kate sure showed him a thing or two!
   Richard (nominated by Noemie, seconded by Lachlan) FAIL (Richard declines)
   ... Evan wins
Sexretary
Bradley (nominated by Evan, seconded by Noemie and Kat and several others\(^1\))
Héshàn (nominated by Brad, seconded by Kat)
... Bradley declines due to not wanting to join guild and Héshàn wins by default
Web Wench
Sam (nominated by Kat, seconded by Kate) – acceptance by proxy
... he wins (well nobody else want to do it)
Biscuit Wench
Sally (nominated by Ivo, seconded by Kat)
Ashlee (nominated by Ashlee, seconded by Noemie)
Alex (nominated by Lachlan, seconded by Ashleigh vs. Lois)
Tal (nominated by Tal, seconded by Ellie)
Ashleigh (nominated by Ellie, seconded by Héshàn)
... Sally, Ashlee and Alex win
Directorb
Ivo (nominated by Ivo, seconded by Noemie) – Ivo is aged
Bradley (nominated by Peter, seconded by Sally) – nobody realised I was nominated and even fewer realised I declined
Alex (nominated by Richard, seconded by Kate)
Brad (nominated by Lois, seconded by Alex)
Héshàn and Ashlee (nominated by each other) – Ashleigh won't make girls cry
... Brad and Ivo marry and win
Who to take Noemie's chair upon her departure
Hayley (nominated by Noemie, seconded by Bradley)
... she wins and sits down
Producer
Salex (nominated and seconded by Salex)
Emma (nominated by Emma, seconded by Robert)
... Sashimi decline nomination, everybody wins
Stage Manager
Kat (nominated by Evan, seconded by Kate)
Kate (nominated by Kate, seconded by Tal)
... Kat wins
After After Party may be at Flick's house (but a couple of weeks later we know it isn't)
Theme is: What you want to be when you grow up.
Kat closed the meeting. It was late.

\(^1\) The race to second a motion often led to such an outcome, though I only seem to have recorded it for my own nomination. I presume it interested my more to see who was seconding my nomination than who was seconding everybody else's. I shall call it the Personal Saliency Bias.